Abstract:
We consider sentences such as 'I don't recall being arrested last night' and 'I promise not to inform the Dean about your arrest'. We call them 'quasi-factives' because: they include a factive verb (above, 'recall', 'inform'); one would naturally hear them as factive sentences, with the complement being entailed by the truth of the whole sentence; yet the alleged entailment can be cancelled. E.g., 'I don't recall being arrested last night because I wasn't arrested last night' is not a self-contradiction -- in the way that 'I recall being arrested last night though I wasn't' is self-contradictory.

We describe various sub-varieties of our quasi-factives, and then offer a pragmatics-oriented explanation of how they "work their magic", contrasting this with an account in terms of logico-semantic presupposition. Our explanation makes crucial reference to cognitive efficiency in processing.
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